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Abstract
We give a complete characterization of the complexity of best-arm identification in one-parameter
bandit problems. We prove a new, tight lower bound on the sample complexity. We propose
the ‘Track-and-Stop’ strategy, which we prove to be asymptotically optimal. It consists in a new
sampling rule (which tracks the optimal proportions of arm draws highlighted by the lower bound)
and in a stopping rule named after Chernoff, for which we give a new analysis.
Keywords: multi-armed bandits, best arm identification, MDL.
1. Introduction
A multi-armed bandit model is a paradigmatic framework of sequential statistics made of K prob-
ability distributions ν1, . . . , νK with respective means µ1, . . . , µK : at every time step t = 1, 2, . . .
one arm At ∈ A = {1, . . . ,K} is chosen and a new, independent reward Xt is drawn from νAt .
Introduced in the 1930s with motivations originally from clinical trials, bandit models have raised a
large interest recently as relevant models for interactive learning schemes or recommender systems.
A large part of these works consisted in defining efficient strategies for maximizing the expected cu-
mulated reward E[X1+ · · ·+Xt]; see for instance Bubeck and Cesa-Bianchi (2012) for a survey. A
good understanding of this simple model has allowed for efficient strategies in much more elaborate
settings, for example including side information (Abbasi-Yadkori et al., 2011; Agrawal and Goyal,
2013), infinitely many arms (Srinivas et al., 2010; Bubeck et al., 2011), or for the search of optimal
strategies in games (Munos, 2014), to name just a few.
In some of these applications, the real objective is not to maximize the cumulated reward, but
rather to identify the arm that yields the largest mean reward µ∗ = max1≤a≤K µa, as fast and
accurately as possible, regardless of the number of bad arm draws. Let Ft = σ(X1, . . . ,Xt) be the
sigma-field generated by the observations up to time t. A strategy is then defined by:
• a sampling rule (At)t, where At is Ft−1-measurable;
• a stopping rule τ , which is a stopping time with respect to Ft;
• and a Fτ -measurable decision rule aˆτ .
The goal is to guarantee that aˆτ ∈ argmax µa with the highest possible probability while minimizing
the number τ of draws. Two settings have been considered in the literature. In the fixed-budget
setting, the number of draws is fixed in advance, and one aims at minimizing the probability of
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error P(aˆτ /∈ argmax µa). In the fixed-confidence setting a maximal risk δ is fixed, and one looks
for a strategy guaranteeing that P(aˆτ /∈ argmax µa) ≤ δ (such a strategy is called δ-PAC) while
minimizing the sample complexity E[τ ].
The aim of this paper is to propose an analysis of the best arm identification problem in the fixed-
confidence setting. For the sake of clarity and simplicity, we suppose that there is a single arm with
highest expectation, and without loss of generality that µ1 > µ2 ≥ · · · ≥ µK . We also focus on the
simple case where the distributions are parameterized by their means, as in one-parameter exponen-
tial families, and we index probabilities and expectations by the parameter µ = (µ1, . . . , µK). The
Kullback-Leibler divergence of two distributions of means µ1 and µ2 is a function d : (µ1, µ2) →
R
+
. Two cases are of particular interest: the Gaussian case, with d(x, y) = (x − y)2/(2σ2), and
binary rewards with d(x, y) = kl(x, y) := x log(x/y) + (1− x) log((1− x)/(1 − y)).
Several strategies have been proposed to minimize Eµ[τ ]. While racing strategies are based on
successive eliminations of apparently sub-optimal arms (Even-Dar et al. (2006); Kaufmann and Kalyanakrishnan
(2013)), another family of strategies exploits the use of upper and lower confidence bounds on the
means of the arms (Kalyanakrishnan et al. (2012); Gabillon et al. (2012); Kaufmann and Kalyanakrishnan
(2013); Jamieson et al. (2014)). They reflect some aspects of the difficulty of the problem, but are
not proved to satisfy any optimality property1 . In particular, there was still a gap between the lower
bounds, involving complexity terms reflecting only partially the structure of the problem, and the
upper bounds on Eµ[τ ] for these particular algorithms, even from an asymptotic point of view. For
the particular case K = 2, this gap was closed in Kaufmann et al. (2014). The tools used there,
however, where specific to the two-arm case and cannot be extended easily.
The first result of this paper is a tight, non-asymptotic lower bound on Eµ[τ ]. This bound
involves a ‘characteristic time’ for the problem, depending on the parameters of the arms, which
does not take a simple form like for example a sum of squared inverse gaps. Instead, it appears as
the solution of an optimization problem, in the spirit of the bounds given by Graves and Lai (1997)
in the context of regret minimization. We give a brief analysis of this optimization problem, and we
provide an efficient numerical solution as well as elements of interpretation.
The second contribution is a new δ-PAC algorithm that asymptotically achieves this lower
bound, that we call the Track-and-Stop strategy. In a nutshell, the idea is to sample so as to equalize
the probability of all possible wrong decisions, and to stop as soon as possible. The stopping rule,
which we name after Chernoff, can be interpreted in three equivalent ways: in statistical terms, as
a generalized likelihood ratio test; in information-theoretic terms, as an application of the Minimal
Description Length principle; and in terms of optimal transportation, in light of the lower bound.
The sampling rule is a by-product of the lower bound analysis, which reveals the existence of opti-
mal proportions of draws for each arm. By estimating and tracking these proportions, our algorithm
asymptotically reaches the optimal sample complexity as δ goes to 0.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the lower bound is given with a short proof.
Section 3 contains a commented description of our stopping and sampling rules. The analysis of the
resulting algorithm is sketched in Sections 4 (validity of the stopping rule) and 5 (sample complexity
analysis), establishing its asymptotic optimality. Section 6 contains practical comments and results
of numerical experiments, in order to show the efficiency of our strategy even for moderate values
1. Optimality is mentioned in several articles, with different and sometimes weak meanings (minimax, rate-optimal,...).
In our view, BAI algorithms for which there exists a model with a sample complexity bounded, up to a multiplicative
constant, by some quantity related to some lower bound, may not be called optimal.
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of δ. We also briefly comment on the gain over racing strategies, which can be explained in light of
Theorem 1. Most proofs and technical details are postponed to the Appendix.
2. Lower Bounds on the sample complexity
The pioneering work of Lai and Robbins (1985) has popularized the use of changes of distributions
to show problem-dependent lower bounds in bandit problems: the idea is to move the parameters
of the arms until a completely different behavior of the algorithm is expected on this alternative
bandit model. The cost of such a transportation is induced by the deviations of the arm distribu-
tions: by choosing the most economical move, one can prove that the alternative behavior is not
too rare in the original model. Recently, Kaufmann et al. (2014) and Combes and Proutie`re (2014)
have independently introduced a new way of writing such a change of measure, which relies on
a transportation lemma that encapsulates the change of measure and permits to use it at a higher
level. Here we go one step further by combining several changes of measures at the same time, in
the spirit of Graves and Lai (1997). This allows us to prove a non-asymptotic lower bound on the
sample complexity valid for any δ-PAC algorithm on any bandit model with a unique optimal arm.
We present this result in the particular case of arms that belong to a canonical exponential family,
P =
{
(νθ)θ∈Θ :
dνθ
dξ
= exp
(
θx− b(θ))} ,
where Θ ⊂ R, ξ is some reference measure on R and b : Θ → R is a convex, twice differentiable
function. A distribution νθ ∈ P can be parameterized by its mean b˙(θ), and for every µ ∈ b˙(Θ) we
denote by νµ be the unique distribution in P with expectation µ. Unfamiliar readers may simply
think of Bernoulli laws, or Gaussian distributions with known variance. As explained in Cappe´ et al.
(2013, see also references therein), the Kullback-Leibler divergence from νθ to νθ′ induces a diver-
gence function d on b˙(Θ) defined, if b˙(θ) = µ and b˙(θ′) = µ′, by
d(µ, µ′) = KL(νµ, νµ
′
) = KL(νθ, νθ′) = b(θ′)− b(θ)− b˙(θ)(θ′ − θ) .
With some abuse of notation, an exponential family bandit model ν = (νµ1 , . . . , νµK ) is identified
with the means of its arms µ = (µ1, . . . , µK).
2.1. General Lower Bound
Denote by S a set of exponential bandit models such that each bandit model µ = (µ1, . . . , µK) in S
has a unique optimal arm: for each µ ∈ S , there exists an arm a∗(µ) such that µa∗(µ) > max{µa :
a 6= a∗(µ)}. Fixed-confidence strategies depend on the risk level and we subscript stopping rules
by δ. A strategy is called δ-PAC if for every µ ∈ S , Pµ(τδ < ∞) = 1 and Pµ(aˆτδ 6= a∗) ≤ δ. We
introduce
Alt(µ) := {λ ∈ S : a∗(λ) 6= a∗(µ)} ,
the set of problems where the optimal arm is not the same as in µ, and ΣK = {ω ∈ Rk+ : ω1+ · · ·+
ωK = 1} the set of probability distributions on A.
Theorem 1 Let δ ∈ (0, 1). For any δ-PAC strategy and any bandit model µ ∈ S ,
Eµ[τδ] ≥ T ∗(µ) kl(δ, 1 − δ),
3
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where
T ∗(µ)−1 := sup
w∈ΣK
inf
λ∈Alt(µ)
(
K∑
a=1
wad(µa, λa)
)
. (1)
Remark 2 As kl(δ, 1 − δ) ∼ log(1/δ) when δ goes to zero, Theorem 1 yields the asymptotic lower
bound
lim inf
δ→0
Eµ[τδ]
log(1/δ)
≥ T ∗(µ).
A non-asymptotic version can be obtained for example from the inequality kl(δ, 1−δ) ≥ log(1/(2.4δ))
that holds for all δ ∈ (0, 1), given in Kaufmann et al. (2015).
We will see that the supremum in Equation (1) is indeed a maximum, and we call
w∗(µ) := argmax
w∈ΣK
inf
λ∈Alt(µ)
(
K∑
a=1
wad(µa, λa)
)
the corresponding distribution on the arms. The proof of Theorem 1 shows that w∗ is the proportion
of arm draws of any strategy matching this lower bound.
The particular case where S is the class of bandit models with Poisson rewards in which all
suboptimal arms are equal is considered in the very insightful paper by Vaidhyan and Sundaresan
(2015), where a closed-form formula is given for both T ∗(µ) and w∗(µ). In this paper, we consider
best arm identification in all possible bandit models with a single best arm, and in the rest of the
paper we fix
S :=
{
µ : ∃a ∈ A : µa > max
i 6=a
µi
}
.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let δ ∈ (0, 1), µ ∈ S , and consider a δ-PAC strategy. For every t ≥ 1,
denote by Na(t) the (random) number of draws of arm a up to time t. The ‘transportation’ Lemma
1 of Kaufmann et al. (2015) relates the expected number of draws of each arm and the Kullback-
Leibler divergence of two bandit models with different optimal arms to the probability of error δ:
∀λ ∈ S : a∗(λ) 6= a∗(µ),
K∑
a=1
d(µa, λa)Eµ[Na(τδ)] ≥ kl(δ, 1 − δ). (2)
Instead of choosing for each arm a a specific instance of λ that yields a lower bound on Eµ[Na(τδ)],
we combine here the inequalities given by all alternatives λ:
kl(δ, 1 − δ) ≤ inf
λ∈Alt(µ)
Eµ[τδ]
(
K∑
a=1
Eµ[Na]
Eµ[τδ]
d(µa, λa)
)
= Eµ[τδ] inf
λ∈Alt(µ)
(
K∑
a=1
Eµ[Na]
Eµ[τδ]
d(µa, λa)
)
≤ Eµ[τδ] sup
w∈ΣK
inf
λ∈Alt(µ)
(
K∑
a=1
wad(µa, λa)
)
,
as Eµ[τδ] =
∑K
a=1 Eµ[Na(τδ)].

In the last inequality, the strategy-dependent proportions of arm draws are replaced by their supre-
mum so as to obtain a bound valid for any δ-PAC algorithm; one can see that a strategy may reach
this bound only if it meets the w∗(µ). To make this bound useful, it remains to study T ∗ and w∗.
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2.2. About the Characteristic Time and the Optimal Proportions
We study here the optimization problem (1), so as to better understand the function T ∗ and w∗
(Proposition 6), and in order to provide an efficient algorithm for computing first w∗(µ) (Theo-
rem 5), then T ∗(µ) (Lemma 3). The main ideas are outlined here, while all technical details are
postponed to Appendix A. Simplifying T ∗(µ) requires the introduction of the following param-
eterized version of the Jensen-Shannon divergence (which corresponds to α = 1/2): for every
α ∈ [0, 1], let
Iα(µ1, µ2) := αd
(
µ1, αµ1 + (1− α)µ2
)
+ (1− α)d(µ2, αµ1 + (1− α)µ2) . (3)
The first step is, for any w, to identify the minimizer of the transportation cost:
Lemma 3 For every w ∈ ΣK ,
inf
λ∈Alt(µ)
(
K∑
a=1
wad(µa, λa)
)
= min
a6=1
(w1 + wa)I w1
w1+wa
(µ1, µa) .
It follows that
T ∗(µ)−1 = sup
w∈ΣK
min
a6=1
(w1 + wa)I w1
w1+wa
(µ1, µa) , and
w∗(µ) = argmax
w∈ΣK
min
a6=1
(w1 + wa)I w1
w1+wa
(µ1, µa) .
It is easy to see that, at the optimum, the quantities (w1 + wa)Iw1/(w1+wa)(µ1, µa) are all equal.
Lemma 4 For all a, b ∈ {2, . . . ,K},
(w∗1 + w
∗
a)I w∗1
w∗1+w
∗
a
(µ1, µa) = (w
∗
1 + w
∗
b )I w∗1
w∗1+w
∗
b
(µ1, µb) .
This permits to obtain a more explicit formula for w∗(µ) involving only a single real parameter.
Indeed, for every a ∈ {2, . . . K} let
ga(x) = (1 + x)I 1
1+x
(µ1, µa) . (4)
The function ga is a strictly increasing one-to-one mapping from [0,+∞[ onto [0, d(µ1, µa)[. We
define xa : [0, d(µ1, µa)[→ [0,+∞[ as its inverse function: xa(y) = g−1a (y). Denoting x1 the
function constantly equal to 1, one obtains the following characterization of w∗(µ):
Theorem 5 For every a ∈ A,
w∗a(µ) =
xa(y
∗)∑K
a=1 xa(y
∗)
, (5)
where y∗ is the unique solution of the equation Fµ(y) = 1, and where
Fµ : y 7→
K∑
a=2
d
(
µ1,
µ1+xa(y)µa
1+xa(y)
)
d
(
µa,
µ1+xa(y)µa
1+xa(y)
) (6)
is a continuous, increasing function on [0, d(µ1, µ2)[ such that Fµ(0) = 0 and Fµ(y) → ∞ when
y → d(µ1, µ2)).
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Thus, w∗ can be simply computed by applying (for example) the bisection method to a function
whose evaluations requires the resolution of K smooth scalar equations. By using efficient numeri-
cal solvers, we obtain a fast algorithm of complexity, roughly speaking, proportional to the number
of arms. This characterization of w∗(µ) also permits to obtain a few sanity-check properties, like
for example:
Proposition 6
1. For all µ ∈ S , for all a, w∗a(µ) 6= 0.
2. w∗ is continuous in every µ ∈ S .
3. If µ1 > µ2 ≥ · · · ≥ µK , one has w∗2(µ) ≥ · · · ≥ w∗K(µ).
Observe that one may have2 w2 > w1. In general, it is not possible to give closed-form formulas
for T ∗(µ) and w∗(µ). In particular, T ∗(µ) cannot be written as a sum over the arms of individual
complexity terms as in previous works (Mannor and Tsitsiklis (2004); Kaufmann et al. (2015)). But
the following particular cases can be mentioned.
Two-armed bandits. For a two-armed bandit model µ = (µ1, µ2), T ∗(µ) and w∗(µ) can be
computed algebraically. Lemma 3 and the fact that w2 = 1− w1 imply that
T ∗(µ)−1 = sup
α∈(0,1)
Iα(µ1, µa),
Some algebra shows that the maximum is reached at α = α∗(µ1, µ2) defined by the equation
d(µ1, µ∗) = d(µ2, µ∗), where µ∗ = α∗(µ1, µ2)µ1+(1−α∗(µ1, µ2))µ2. The value of the maximum
is then the ‘reversed’ Chernoff information d∗(µ1, µ2) := d(µ1, µ∗) = d(µ2, µ∗). This permits to
recover the bound already given in Kaufmann et al. (2014):
Eµ[τδ] ≥ kl(δ, 1 − δ)
d∗(µ1, µ2)
.
The Gaussian case. When d(x, y) = (x − y)2/(2σ2), T ∗(µ) and w∗(µ) can be computed by
solving a rational equation. Indeed, Equation (6) and Lemma 4 imply that
K∑
a=2
x2a = 1 and
xa
1 + xa
=
λ
(µ1 − µa)2 , thus
K∑
a=2
λ2(
(µ1 − µa)2 − λ
)2 = 1
for some λ ∈ (0, (µ1 − µ2)2). For K = 3, λ is the solution of a polynomial equation of degree
4 and has therefore an (obscure) algebraic expression. The following inequalities, established in
Appendix A.4 give a better insight of the order of magnitude of T ∗(µ): if ∆1 = ∆2 and ∆a =
µ1 − µa for a ≥ 2, then
K∑
a=1
2σ2
∆2a
≤ T ∗(µ) ≤ 2
K∑
a=1
2σ2
∆2a
.
2. This can happen when the right-deviations of νµ2 are smaller than the left-deviations of νµ1 ; for example, with
Bernoulli arms of parameters µ = (0.5, 0.1, 0.02), ν∗(µ) ≈ (39%, 42%, 19%).
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3. The Track-and-Stop Strategy
We now describe a new strategy which is the first (as far as we know) to asymptotically match the
lower bound of Theorem 1. Denote by µˆ(t) = (µˆ1(t), . . . , µˆK(t)) the current maximum likelihood
estimate of µ at time t: µˆa(t) = Na(t)−1
∑
s≤tXs1{As = a}. As seen in Section 2, a good
sampling rule should respect the optimal proportions of arm draws given by w∗(µ). There are
several ways to ensure this, and we present two of them in Section 3.1. A good stopping rule should
determine the earliest moment when sufficient statistical evidence has been gathered for identifying
the best arm: we propose one (with several interpretations) in Section 3.2, showing in Section 4
how to tune it in order to ensure the δ-PAC property. As for the decision rule, we simply choose
aˆτδ = argmax
a∈A
µˆa(τδ). The optimality of the Track-and-Stop strategy is shown in Section 5.
3.1. Sampling Rule: Tracking the Optimal Proportions
The first idea for matching the proportions w∗(µ) is to track the plug-in estimates w∗(µˆ(t)). In
bandit settings, using plug-in estimates is always hazardous, because bad initial estimate may lead
to abandon an arm and to prevent further observations that would correct the initial error. Indeed,
one may see (both theoretically and in numerical experiments) that a naive plug-in sampling rule
sometimes fails. But there is a very simple fix, which consists in forcing sufficient exploration of
each arm to ensure a (sufficiently fast) convergence of µˆ(t).
The shortest way to do this (which we term C-Tracking) is to slightly alter the optimization solu-
tion: for every ǫ ∈ (0, 1/K], let wǫ(µ) be a L∞ projection of w∗(µ) onto ΣǫK =
{
(w1, . . . , wK) ∈
[ǫ, 1] : w1 + · · ·+ wK = 1
}
. Choosing ǫt = (K2 + t)−1/2/2 and
At+1 ∈ argmax
1≤a≤K
t∑
s=0
wǫsa (µˆ(s))−Na(t) ,
we prove in Appendix B that:
Lemma 7 For all t ≥ 1 and a ∈ A, the C-Tracking rule ensures that Na(t) ≥
√
t+K2 − 2K
and that
max
1≤a≤K
∣∣∣∣∣Na(t)−
t−1∑
s=0
w∗a(µˆ(s))
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ K(1 +√t) .
It is slightly more efficient in practice to target directly w∗(µˆ(t)), and to force exploration steps
whenever an arm is in deficit. Introducing Ut = {a : Na(t) <
√
t − K/2}, the D-Tracking rule
(At) is sequentially defined as
At+1 ∈


argmin
a∈Ut
Na(t) if Ut 6= ∅ (forced exploration)
argmax
1≤a≤K
t w∗a(µˆ(t)) −Na(t) (direct tracking)
Lemma 8 The D-Tracking rule ensures that Na(t) ≥ (
√
t−K/2)+ − 1 and that for all ǫ > 0, for
all t0, there exists tǫ ≥ t0 such that
sup
t≥t0
max
a
|w∗a(µˆ(t))− w∗a(µ)| ≤ ǫ ⇒ sup
t≥tǫ
max
a
∣∣∣∣Na(t)t − w∗a(µ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 3(K − 1)ǫ .
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It is guaranteed under all these sampling rules that the empirical proportion of draws of each arm
converges to the optimal proportion, as proved in Appendix B.3.
Proposition 9 The C-Tracking and D-Tracking sampling rules both satisfy
Pw
(
lim
t→∞
Na(t)
t
= w∗a(µ)
)
= 1 .
We actually have a little more: a minimal convergence speed of µˆ to µ, which proves useful in
the analysis of the expected sample complexity. Of course, other tracking strategies are possible,
like for example the one introduced in Antos et al. (2008) for the uniform estimation of all arms’
expectations.
3.2. Chernoff’s Stopping Rule
From a statistical point of view, the question of stopping at time t is a more or less classical statistical
test: do the past observations allow to assess, with a risk at most δ, that one arm is larger than the
others? For all arms a, b ∈ A, we consider the Generalized Likelihood Ratio statistic
Za,b(t) := log
maxµ′a≥µ′b pµ′a
(
XaNa(t)
)
pµ′b
(
XbNb(t)
)
maxµ′a≤µ′b pµ′a
(
XaNa(t)
)
pµ′b
(
XbNb(t)
) ,
where XaNa(t) = (Xs : As = a, s ≤ t) is a vector that contains the observations of arm a available
at time t, and where pµ(Z1, . . . , Zn) is the likelihood of n i.i.d. observations from wµ:
pµ(Z1, . . . , Zn) =
n∏
k=1
exp(b˙−1(µ)Zk − b(b˙−1(µ))) .
This statistic has a convenient closed-form expression for exponential family bandit models. Intro-
ducing for all arms a, b a weighted average of their empirical mean:
µˆa,b(t) :=
Na(t)
Na(t) +Nb(t)
µˆa(t) +
Nb(t)
Na(t) +Nb(t)
µˆb(t) ,
it is well known and easy to see that if µˆa(t) ≥ µˆb(t),
Za,b(t) = Na(t) d
(
µˆa(t), µˆa,b(t)
)
+Nb(t) d
(
µˆb(t), µˆa,b(t)
)
, (7)
and that Za,b(t) = −Zb,a(t). The testing intuition thus suggests the following stopping rule:
τδ = inf {t ∈ N : ∃a ∈ A,∀b ∈ A \ {a}, Za,b(t) > β(t, δ)}
= inf
{
t ∈ N : Z(t) := max
a∈A
min
b∈A\{a}
Za,b(t) > β(t, δ)
}
, (8)
where β(t, δ) is an exploration rate to be tuned appropriately. The form of this stopping rule can
be traced back to Chernoff (1959)3. As minb∈A\a Za,b(t) is non-negative if and only if µˆa(t) ≥
3. The stopping rule τδ was proposed under equivalent form (with a different threshold) in the context of adaptive se-
quential hypothesis testing. Best arm identification in a bandit model can be viewed as a particular instance in which
we test K hypotheses, Ha : (µa = maxi∈A µi), based on adaptively sampling the marginal of ν = (νµ1 , . . . , νµK ).
However, Chernoff (1959) considers a different performance criterion, and its analysis holds when each of the hy-
potheses consists in a finite set of parameters, unlike the bandit setting.
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µˆb(t) for all b 6= a, Z(t) = minb∈A\aˆt Zaˆt,b(t) whenever there is a unique best empirical arm
aˆt = argmaxa∈A µˆa(t) at time t. Obviously,
(
µˆa(τδ)
)
a
has a unique maximizer, which is the final
decision.
In addition to the testing interpretation given above, the stopping rule can be explained in light
of the lower bound Eµ[τδ/T ∗(µ)] ≥ kl(δ, 1 − δ). Indeed, one may write
Z(t) = t min
λ∈Alt(µˆ(t))
K∑
a=1
(
Na(t)
t
)
d(µˆa(t), λa) ≤ t
T ∗
(
µˆ(t)
) .
Theorem 1 suggests that a δ-PAC strategy cannot stop (at least in expectation) before t/T ∗(µˆ(t)) is
larger than kl(δ, 1 − δ) ∼ log(1/δ), which suggests to stop when Z(t) ≥ log(1/δ). In Section 4,
we prove that a slightly more prudent choice of the threshold β(t, δ) does lead to a PAC algorithm
(whatever the sampling rule, even if the proportions of draws are sub-optimal). And it is shown in
Section 5 that, using our sampling rule, E[τδ] is indeed of order T ∗(µ) log(1/δ).
It is also possible to give a Minimum Description Length (MDL) interpretation of the stopping
rule. It is well known that choosing the model that gives the shortest description of the data is
a provably efficient heuristic (see Rissanen (1978), and Gru¨nwald (2007) for a survey). In some
sense, the stopping rule presented above follows the same principle. In fact, elementary algebra
shows that
Za,b(t) = (Na(t) +Nb(t))h (µˆa,b(t))− [Na(t)h(µˆa(t)) +Nb(t)h(µˆb(t))] ,
where h(µ) = EX∼νµ [− log pµ(X)] = b(b˙−1(µ)) − b˙−1(µ)µ. In the Bernoulli case, the Shannon
entropy h(µ) = −µ log(µ)− (1−µ) log(1−µ) is well-known to represent an ideal code length per
character for binary compression. Thus, Za,b(t) appears as the difference between the ideal code
length for the rewards of arms a and b coded together, and the sum of the ideal code lengths for the
rewards coded separately. If this difference is sufficiently large4, the shortest description of the data
is to separate arms a and b. The stopping rule (8) thus consists in waiting for the moment when it
becomes cheaper to code the rewards of the best empirical arm separately from each of the others.
It is no surprise that the proof of Proposition 10 below is based on a classical information-theoretic
argument.
4. Choosing the Threshold in the Stopping Rule
We now explain how to choose the threshold β(t, δ) so as to ensure the δ-PAC property: with
probability larger than 1− δ, any algorithm based on the stopping rule (8) outputs the optimal arm,
provided that it stops. The interpretations of the stopping rule presented in the last section suggest
the presence of two ingredients: log(1/δ) for the risk, and log(t) for the fluctuations of the counts.
We present here two results: one is based on an information-theoretic argument used for consistency
proofs of MDL estimators, and the second is based on the probabilistic control of self-normalized
averages taken from Magureanu et al. (2014). To keep things simple, the first argument is detailed
only for the case of Bernoulli rewards (the standard framework of coding theory). The second
argument is more general, but a little less tight.
4. Universal coding theory would suggest a threshold of order log(t)/2, a term that will appear in Section 4.
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The Informational Threshold.
Theorem 10 Let δ ∈ (0, 1). Whatever the sampling strategy, using Chernoff’s stopping rule (8)
on Bernoulli bandits with threshold
β(t, δ) = log
(
2t(K − 1)
δ
)
ensures that for all µ ∈ S , Pµ (τδ <∞, aˆτδ 6= a∗) ≤ δ.
Proof sketch. A more detailed proof is given in Appendix C.1. We proceed here similarly to Vaidhyan and Sundaresan
(2015), employing an argument used for MDL consistency proofs (see Garivier (2006) and refer-
ences therein). Introducing, for a, b ∈ A, Ta,b := inf{t ∈ N : Za,b(t) > β(t, δ)}, one has
Pµ(τδ <∞, aˆτδ 6= a∗) ≤ Pµ (∃a ∈ A \ a∗,∃t ∈ N : Za,a∗(t) > β(t, δ))
≤
∑
a∈A\{a∗}
Pµ(Ta,a∗ <∞) .
It is thus sufficient to show that if β(t, δ) = log(2t/δ), and if µa < µb, then Pµ(Ta,b < ∞) ≤ δ.
For such a pair of arms, observe that on the event
{
Ta,b = t
}
time t is the first moment when Za,b
exceeds the threshold β(t, δ), which implies by definition that
1 ≤ e−β(t,δ)
maxµ′a≥µ′b pµ′a(X
a
t )pµ′b(X
b
t)
maxµ′a≤µ′b pµ′a(X
a
t )pµ′b(X
b
t)
.
It thus holds that
Pµ(Ta,b <∞) =
∞∑
t=1
Pµ(Ta,b = t) =
∞∑
t=1
Eµ
[
1(Ta,b=t)
]
≤
∞∑
t=1
e−β(t,δ)Eµ
[
1(Ta,b=t)
maxµ′a≥µ′b pµ′a(X
a
t )pµ′b(X
b
t)
maxµ′a≤µ′b pµ′a(X
a
t )pµ′b(X
b
t)
]
≤
∞∑
t=1
e−β(t,δ)Eµ
[
1(Ta,b=t)
maxµ′a≥µ′b pµ′a(X
a
t )pµ′b(X
b
t)
pµa(X
a
t )pµb(X
b
t)
]
=
∞∑
t=1
e−β(t,δ)
∫
{0,1}t
1(Ta,b=t)(x1, . . . , xt) max
µ′a≥µ′b
pµ′a(x
a
t )pµ′b(x
b
t)
∏
i∈A\{a,b}
pµi(x
i
t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗)
dx1 . . . dxt .
Of course the maximum likelihood (∗) is not a probability density. A possible workaround (some-
times referred to as Barron’s lemma, see Barron et al. (1998) and references therein) is to use a
universal distribution like Krichevsky and Trofimov (1981), which is known to provide a tight uni-
form approximation:
Lemma 11 [Willems et al. (1995)] Let pu(x) be the likelihood of successive observations x ∈
{0, 1}n of a Bernoulli random variable with mean u. Then the Krichevsky-Trofimov distribution
kt(x) =
∫ 1
0
1
π
√
u(1− u)pu(x)du
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is a probability law on {0, 1}n that satisfies
sup
x∈{0,1}n
sup
u∈[0,1]
pu(x)
kt(x)
≤ 2√n .
Together with the inequality
√
ab ≤ (a+b)/2, this property permits to conclude that Pµ(Ta,b <∞)
is upper-bounded by
∞∑
t=1
2te−β(t,δ)
∫
{0,1}t
1(Ta,b=t)(x1, . . . , xt)
:=I(x1,...,xt)︷ ︸︸ ︷
kt(xat )kt(x
b
t)
∏
i∈A\{a,b}
pµi(x
i
t) dx1 . . . dxt
=
∞∑
t=1
2te−β(t,δ)E˜
[
1(Ta,b=t)
]
≤ δ P˜(Ta,b <∞) ≤ δ,
using that the partially integrated likelihood I(x1, . . . , xt) is the density of a probability measure P˜
(we denote the corresponding expectation by E˜).

The Deviational Threshold. The universal coding argument above can be adapted to other dis-
tributions, as shown for example in Chambaz et al. (2009). It is also possible to make use of a
deviation result like Magureanu et al. (2014) in order to prove PAC guarantees in any exponential
family bandit model. The exploration rate involved are slightly larger and less explicit.
Proposition 12 Let µ be an exponential family bandit model. Let δ ∈ (0, 1) and α > 1. There
exists a constant C = C(α,K) such that whatever the sampling strategy, using Chernoff’s stopping
rule (8) with the threshold
β(t, δ) = log
(
Ctα
δ
)
ensures that for all µ ∈ S , Pµ
(
τδ <∞, aˆτδ 6= a∗
) ≤ δ.
The proof of Proposition 12 is given in Appendix C.2.
5. Sample Complexity Analysis
Combining Chernoff’s stopping rule and an optimal-tracking sampling rule permits to approach the
lower bound of Theorem 1 for sufficiently small values of the risk δ. We first state a simple almost-
sure convergence result and give its short proof. Then, we sketch the (somewhat more technical)
analysis controlling the expectation of τδ.
5.1. Almost-sure Upper Bound
Proposition 13 Let α ∈ [1, e/2] and r(t) = O(tα). Using Chernoff’s stopping rule with β(t, δ) =
log(r(t)/δ), and any sampling rule ensuring that for every arm a ∈ A, Na(t)/t converges almost-
surely to w∗a guarantees that for all δ ∈ (0, 1), Pµ(τδ < +∞) = 1 and
Pµ
(
lim sup
δ→0
τδ
log(1/δ)
≤ αT ∗(µ)
)
= 1.
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Proof. Let E be the event
E =
{
∀a ∈ A, Na(t)
t
→
t→∞ w
∗
a and µˆ(t) →t→∞ µ
}
.
From the assumption on the sampling strategy and the law of large number, E is of probability 1.
On E , there exists t0 such that for all t ≥ t0, µˆ1(t) > maxa6=1 µˆa(t) and
Z(t) = min
a6=1
Z1,a(t) = min
a6=1
N1(t)d(µˆ1(t), µˆ1,a(t)) +Na(t)d(µˆa(t), µˆ1,a(t))
= t
[
min
a6=1
(
N1(t)
t
+
Na(t)
t
)
I N1(t)/t
N1(t)/t+Na(t)/t
(µˆ1(t), µˆa(t))
]
.
For all a ≥ 2, the mapping (w,λ)→ (w1 + wa)Iw1/(w1+wa)(λ1, λa) is continuous at (w∗(µ),µ).
Therefore, for all ǫ > 0 there exists t1 ≥ t0 such that for all t ≥ t1 and all a ∈ {2, . . . ,K},(
N1(t)
t
+
Na(t)
t
)
I N1(t)/t
N1(t)/t+Na(t)/t
(µˆ1(t), µˆa(t)) ≥ w
∗
1 + w
∗
a
1 + ǫ
I w∗
1
w∗
1
+w∗a
(µ1, µa) .
Hence, for t ≥ t1,
Z(t) ≥ t
1 + ǫ
min
a6=1
(w∗1 + w
∗
a) I w∗1
w∗1+w
∗
a
(µ1, µa) =
t
(1 + ǫ)T ∗(µ)
.
Consequently,
τδ = inf{t ∈ N : Z(t) ≥ β(t, δ)}
≤ t1 ∨ inf{t ∈ N : t(1 + ǫ)−1T ∗(µ)−1 ≥ log(r(t)/δ)}
≤ t1 ∨ inf{t ∈ N : t(1 + ǫ)−1T ∗(µ)−1 ≥ log(Ctα/δ)},
for some positive constant C . Using the technical Lemma 18 in the Appendix, it follows that on E ,
as α ∈ [1, e/2],
τδ ≤ t1 ∨ α(1 + ǫ)T ∗(µ)
[
log
(
Ce((1 + ǫ)T ∗(µ))α
δ
)
+ log log
(
C((1 + ǫ)T ∗(µ))α
δ
)]
.
Thus τδ is finite on E for every δ ∈ (0, 1), and
lim sup
δ→0
τδ
log(1/δ)
≤ (1 + ǫ)αT ∗(µ) .
Letting ǫ go to zero concludes the proof.

5.2. Asymptotic Optimality in Expectation
In order to prove that the lower bound of Theorem 1 is matched, we now give an upper bound on
the expectation of the stopping time τδ. The proof of this result is to be found in Appendix D.
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Theorem 14 Let µ be an exponential family bandit model. Let α ∈ [1, e/2] and r(t) = O(tα).
Using Chernoff’s stopping rule with β(t, δ) = log(r(t)/δ), and the sampling rule C-Tracking or
D-Tracking,
lim sup
δ→0
Eµ[τδ]
log(1/δ)
≤ αT ∗(µ) .
To summarize, for every Bernoulli bandit µ, the choice β(t, δ) = log(2(K − 1)t/δ) in Chernoff’s
stopping rule is δ-PAC (by Theorem 10); with one of the sampling rules given above, the stopping
time τδ is almost surely finite (by Proposition 13) and when δ is small enough its expectation is
close to T ∗(µ) log(1/δ) by Theorem 14, an optimal sample complexity after Theorem 1.
More generally, for exponential family bandit models, combining Proposition 12 and Theo-
rem 14, one obtains for every α > 1 the existence of an exploration rate for which Chernoff’s
stopping rule combined with a tracking sampling rule is δ-PAC and satisfies
lim sup
δ→0
Eµ[τδ]
log(1/δ)
≤ αT ∗(µ) .
6. Discussion and Numerical Experiments
We give here a few comments on the practical behaviour of the Track-and-Stop (T-a-S) strategy.
Let us first emphasize that the forced exploration step are rarely useful, but in some cases really
necessary and not only for the theorems: when µ2 and µ3 are equal, they prevent the probability
that the strategy never ends from being strictly positive. Second, our simulation study suggests that
the exploration rate β(t, δ) = log((log(t) + 1)/δ), though not (yet) allowed by theory, is still over-
conservative in practice. Further, even though any sampling strategy ensuring that Na(t)/t → w∗a
satisfies the optimality theorems above, we propose (without formal justification) an experimentally
more efficient sampling rule: after t observations, let
cˆt = argmin
c∈A\{aˆt}
Zaˆt,c(t)
be the ’best challenger’ of the empirical champion aˆt. We choose At+1 = aˆt if
Naˆt(t)
Naˆt(t) +Ncˆt(t)
<
w∗aˆt(µˆ(t))
w∗aˆt(µˆ(t)) + w
∗
cˆ(t)
(µˆ(t))
and At+1 = cˆt otherwise (with forced explorations steps as in the D-Tracking rule).
We consider two sample scenarios µ1 = [0.5 0.45 0.43 0.4] and µ2 = [0.3 0.21 0.2 0.19 0.18],
and we choose δ = 0.1. This choice is meant to illustrate that our algorithm performs well even for
relatively high risk values (so far, optimality is proved only for small risks). We compare the Track-
and-Stop algorithm based on D-Tracking and BestChallenger to algorithms from the literature de-
signed for Bernoulli bandit models, namely KL-LUCB and KL-Racing (Kaufmann and Kalyanakrishnan,
2013). Racing algorithms proceed in rounds: at start, all arms are active; at each round, all active
arms are drawn once; at the end of a round, a rule determines if the empirically worst arm should
be eliminated. Call aˆr the empirically best arm after r rounds. In KL-Racing, arm b is eliminated if
its upper confidence bound max{q ∈ [0, 1] : rd(µˆb,r, q) ≤ β(r, δ)} is smaller than the best arm’s
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lower bound min{q ∈ [0, 1] : rd(µˆaˆr ,r, q) ≤ β(r, δ)}. We also introduced in the competition the
‘hybrid’ Chernoff-Racing strategy, which eliminates b if
Zaˆr ,b = rd
(
µˆaˆr ,r,
µˆaˆr ,r + µˆb,r
2
)
+ rd
(
µˆb,r,
µˆaˆr ,r + µˆb,r
2
)
> β(r, δ).
Table 1 presents the estimated average number of draws of the five algorithms in the two scenarios.
Our (Julia) code will be available online. We see that the use of the MDL stopping rule leads to
a clear improvement. Moreover, Chernoff-Racing significantly improves over KL-Racing, and its
performance is even close to that of our optimal algorithms.
T-a-S (BC) T-a-S (D-Tracking) Chernoff-Racing KL-LUCB KL-Racing
µ1 3968 4052 4516 8437 9590
µ2 1370 1406 3078 2716 3334
Table 1: Expected number of draws Eµ[τδ] for δ = 0.1, averaged over N = 3000 exper-
iments: µ1 = [0.5 0.45 0.43 0.4], w∗(µ1) = [0.417 0.390 0.136 0.057]; µ2 =
[0.3 0.21 0.2 0.19 0.18], w∗(µ2) = [0.336 0.251 0.177 0.132 0.104].
It should be emphasized that a Racing-type algorithm cannot reach the lower bound in general:
by construction, it forces the last two arms in the race (hopefully µ1 and µ2) to be drawn equally
often, which is sub-optimal unless w∗1(µ) = w∗(µ2) (a condition approximately matched only if
there is a large gap between the second and the third best arms). This is illustrated in the second
scenario µ2 of Table 1, where the ratio w∗1/w∗2 is larger.
7. Conclusion
We gave a characterization of the complexity of best arm identification in the fixed confidence-
setting, for a large class of bandit models with arms parameterized by their means. Our new lower
bound reveals the existence of optimal proportions of draws of the arms that can be computed ef-
ficiently. Our Track-and-Stop strategy, by combining a track of these optimal proportions with
Chernoff’s stopping rule, asymptotically matches the lower bound. In future work, instead of using
forced exploration steps within a plugin procedure, we will investigate optimistic (or robust-to-
noise) sampling strategies in order to optimize the exploration and to obtain non-asymptotic sample
complexity bounds. Furthermore, we will investigate the fixed-budget setting, for which we conjec-
ture that P (aˆt 6= 1) & exp
(− t/T∗(µ)) with
T∗(µ)−1 = sup
w∈ΣK
min
a∈{2,...,K}
inf
µa<ma<µ1
w1 d(ma, µ1) + wa d(ma, µa) .
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Appendix A. Characterization of the optimal proportion of draws
A.1. Proof of Lemma 3
Let µ such that µ1 > µ2 ≥ · · · ≥ µK . Using the fact that
Alt(µ) =
⋃
a6=1
{λ ∈ S : λa > λ1} ,
one has
T ∗(µ)−1 = sup
w∈ΣK
min
a6=1
inf
λ∈S:λa>λ1
K∑
a=1
wad(µa, λa)
= sup
w∈ΣK
min
a6=1
inf
λ:λa≥λ1
[w1d(µ1, λ1) +wad(µa, λa)] .
Minimizing
f(λ1, λa) = w1d(µ1, λ1) + wad(µa, λa)
under the constraint λa ≥ λ1 is a convex optimization problem that can be solved analytically. The
minimum is obtained for
λ1 = λa =
w1
w1 + wa
µ1 +
wa
w1 + wa
µa
and its value can be rewritten (w1 + wa)I w1
w1+wa
(µ1, µa), using the function Iα defined in (3).
A.2. Proof of Theorem 5
The function ga introduced in (4) rewrites
ga(x) = d (µ1,ma(x)) + xd(µa,ma(x)), with ma(x) =
µ1 + xµa
1 + x
.
Using that m′a(x) = (µa − µ1)/(1 + x)2 and ddyd(x, y) = (y − x)/b¨(b−1(y)) one can show that ga
is strictly increasing, since g′a(x) = d(µa,ma(x)) > 0. As ga(x) tends to d(µ1, µa) when x goes
to infinity, the inverse function xa(y) = g−1a (y) is defined on [0, d(µ1, µa)[ and satisfies
x′a(y) =
1
d(µa,ma(xa(y)))
> 0 .
Let w∗ be an element in
argmax
w∈ΣK
min
a6=1
(w1 + wa)I w1
w1+wa
(µ1, µa) = argmax
w∈ΣK
w1min
a6=1
ga
(
wa
w1
)
.
The equality uses that w∗1 6= 0 (since if w1 = 0, the value of the objective is zero). Introducing
x∗a =
w∗a
w∗1
for all a 6= 1, one has
w∗1 =
1
1 +
∑K
a=2 x
∗
a
and, for a ≥ 2, w∗a =
x∗a
1 +
∑K
a=2 x
∗
a
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and (x∗2, . . . , x∗K) ∈ RK−1 belongs to
argmax
(x2,...,xK)∈RK−1
mina6=1 ga (xa)
1 + x2 + · · · + xK . (9)
We now show that all the ga(x∗a) have to be equal (Lemma 4). Let
B =
{
b ∈ {2, . . . ,K} : gb(x∗b) = min
a6=1
ga(x
∗
a)
}
and A = {2, . . . ,K}\B. Assume that A 6= ∅. For all a ∈ A and b ∈ B, one has ga(x∗a) > gb(x∗b).
Using the continuity of the g functions and the fact that they are strictly increasing, there exists
ǫ > 0 such that
∀a ∈ A, b ∈ B, ga(x∗a − ǫ/|A|)) > gb (x∗b + ǫ/|B|) > gb (x∗b) .
Introducing xa = x∗a − ǫ/|A| for all a ∈ A and xb = x∗b + ǫ/|B| for all b ∈ B, there exists b ∈ B:
mina6=1 ga (xa)
1 + x2 + . . . xK
=
gb (x
∗
b + ǫ/|B|)
1 + x∗2 + · · ·+ x∗K
>
gb (x
∗
b)
1 + x∗2 + · · · + x∗K
=
mina6=1 ga(x∗a)
1 + x∗2 + · · ·+ x∗K
,
which contradicts the fact that x∗ belongs to (9). Hence A = ∅ and there exists y∗ ∈ [0, d(µ1, µ2)[
such that
∀a ∈ {2, . . . ,K}, ga(x∗a) = y∗ ⇔ x∗a = xa(y∗),
with the function xa introduced above. From (9), y∗ belongs to
argmax
y∈[0,d(µ1,µ2)[
G(y) with G(y) = y
1 + x2(y) + · · ·+ xK(y) .
G is differentiable and, using the derivative of the xa given above, G′(y) = 0 is equivalent to
K∑
a=2
y
d(µa,ma(xa(y))
= 1 + x2(y) + · · · + xK(y)
K∑
a=2
d(µ1,ma(xa(y))) + xa(y)d(µa,ma(xa(y))
d(µa,ma(xa(y))
= 1 + x2(y) + · · · + xK(y)
K∑
a=2
d(µ1,ma(xa(y)))
d(µa,ma(xa(y))
= 1 . (10)
For the the second equality, we use that ∀a, d(µ1,ma(xa(y))) + xa(y)d(µa,ma(xa(y)) = y. Thus
y∗ is solution of the equation (10). This equation has a unique solution since
Fµ(y) =
K∑
a=2
d(µ1,ma(xa(y)))
d(µa,ma(xa(y))
(11)
is strictly increasing and satisfies Fµ(0) = 0 and limy→d(µ1,µ2) Fµ(y) = +∞. As G is positive and
satisfies G(0) = 0, limy→d(µ1,µ2)G(y) = 0, the unique local extrema obtained in y∗ is a maximum.
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A.3. Proof of Proposition 6
Let µ ∈ S , and re-label its arms in decreasing order. From Theorem 5, w1(µ) 6= 0 and for a ≥ 2,
w∗a(µ) = 0⇔ xa(y∗) = 0⇒ y∗ = 0 where y∗ is the solution of (10). But 0 is not solution of (10),
since the value of the left-hand side is 0. This proves that for all a, w∗a(µ) 6= 0. For a given µ, y∗ is
defined by
Fµ(y
∗)− 1 = 0 ,
where Fµ is defined in (11). For all µ ∈ S and every y ∈ [0, d(µ1, µ2)[, it can be shown that
d
dyFµ(y) 6= 0, in particular ddyFµ(y∗) 6= 0. Thus y∗ is a function of µ that is continuous in every
µ ∈ S , denoted by y∗(µ). By composition, the function µ 7→ xa(y∗(µ)) are continuous in µ ∈ S ,
and so does w∗.
The proof of Statement 3 relies on the fact that if a and b are such that µ1 > µa ≥ µb, ga(x) ≤
gb(x) for all x. Thus, for all y ∈ [0, d(µ1, µ2)[, xa(y) ≥ xb(y) and particularizing for y∗(µ) yields
the result.
A.4. Bounds on the characteristic time in the Gaussian case
In the Gaussian case, with d(x, y) = (x−y)2/(2σ2), the expression in Lemma 3 can be made more
explicit and yields
T ∗(µ)−1 = sup
w∈ΣK
inf
a6=1
w1wa
w1 + wa
∆2a
2σ2
.
Introducing w˜ ∈ ΣK defined by
∀a = 1 . . . K, w˜a = 1/∆
2
a∑K
i=1 1/∆
2
i
,
it holds that
T ∗(µ)−1 ≥ inf
a6=1
w˜1w˜a
w˜1 + w˜a
∆2a
2σ2
=
1∑K
i=1
2σ2
∆2i
inf
a6=1
1
1 +
∆21
∆2a
.
The infimum is obtained for a = 2, and using that ∆2 = ∆1 leads to the upper bound
T ∗(µ) ≤ 2
(
K∑
i=1
2σ2
∆2i
)
.
The following lower bound was obtained by Kaufmann et al. (2015) for every PAC strategy:
lim inf
δ→0
E[τδ]
log(1/δ)
≥
K∑
i=1
2σ2
∆2i
.
Combining this inequality with the upper bound on lim infδ→0 E[τδ]/log(1/δ) obtained in Theo-
rem 14 for the δ-PAC Track-and-Stop algorithm shows that
T ∗(µ) ≥
K∑
i=1
2σ2
∆2i
,
which concludes the proof.
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Appendix B. Tracking results
Lemma 7 and 8 both follow from deterministic results that we can give for procedures tracking any
cumulated sums of proportions (Lemma 15) or any changing sequence of proportions that concen-
trates (Lemma 17). We state and prove theses two results in this section, and also explain how they
lead to Lemma 7 and 8. We then provide a proof of Proposition 9.
B.1. Tracking a cumulated sum of proportions
Lemma 15 Let K be a positive integer, let ΣK be the simplex of dimension K − 1, and for every
i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, let δi be the vertex of ΣK with a 1 on coordinate i. For a positive integer n, let
p(1), p(2), . . . , p(n) ∈ ΣK and for every k ≤ n let P (k) = p(1) + · · · + p(k). Define N(0) = 0,
for every k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}
Ik+1 ∈ argmax
1≤i≤K
[Pi(k + 1)−Ni(k)]
and N(k + 1) = N(k) + δIk+1 . Then
max
1≤i≤K
∣∣Ni(n)− Pi(n)∣∣ ≤ K − 1 .
To obtain Lemma 7, we start by applying Lemma 15 with p(k) = wǫk−1(µˆ(k − 1)), so that
P (k + 1) =
∑k
s=0w
ǫs(µˆ(s)). One obtains
max
1≤a≤K
∣∣∣∣∣Na(t)−
t−1∑
s=0
wǫsa (µˆ(s))
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ K − 1 . (12)
Moreover, by definition of wǫ(s),
max
1≤a≤K
∣∣∣∣∣
t−1∑
s=0
wǫsa (µˆ(s))−
t−1∑
s=0
w∗a(µˆ(s))
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
t−1∑
s=0
Kǫs .
Now, with the choice ǫt = (K2 + t)−1/2/2, one has
√
t+K2 −K =
∫ t
0
ds
2
√
K2 + s
≤
t−1∑
s=0
ǫs ≤
∫ t−1
−1
ds
2
√
K2 + s
=
√
t+K2 − 1−
√
K2 − 1 ,
which yields
max
1≤a≤K
∣∣∣∣∣Na(t)−
t−1∑
s=0
w∗a(µˆ(s))
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ K − 1 +K
(√
t+K2 − 1−
√
K2 − 1
)
≤ K(1 +√t) .
From (12), it also follows that
Na(t) ≥
t−1∑
s=0
ǫs − (K − 1) ≥
√
t+K2 −K − (K − 1) ≥
√
t+K2 − 2K,
which concludes the proof of Lemma 7.
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Proof of Lemma 15. First, we prove by induction on k that
max
1≤i≤K
Ni(k)− Pi(k) ≤ 1.
The statement is obviously true for k = 0. Assume that it holds for some k ≥ 0. For i 6= Ik+1 one
has Ni(k + 1) − Pi(k + 1) = Ni(k) − Pi(k) − pi(k) ≤ 1 − pi(k) ≤ 1, whereas NIk+1(k + 1) −
PIk+1(k+1) = 1+ (NIk+1(k)−PIk+1(k+1) ≤ 1, using that
∑
i(Pi(k+1)−Ni(k)) = 0, hence
the largest term in this sum (which is for i = Ik+1 by definition) is positive.
It follows that, for all k,
max
1≤i≤K
∣∣Ni(k) − Pi(k)∣∣ = max { max
1≤i≤K
Pi(k)−Ni(k), max
1≤i≤K
Ni(k)− Pi(k)
}
≤ max{
∑
1≤i≤K
(
Pi(k)−Ni(k)
)
+
, 1} .
Introducing, for every k ∈ {1, . . . , n}
rk =
K∑
i=1
(
Pi(k)−Ni(k)
)
+
,
Lemma 15 follow from the following bound on rk, that we prove by induction on k:
rk ≤ K − 1.
Observe that r0 = 0. For every k ≥ 0, one can write
rk+1 = rk +
K∑
i=1
pi(k + 1)1(Pi(k+1)≥Ni(k+1)) − 1(PIk+1(k+1)≥NIk+1 (k+1)).
We distinguish two cases. If (PIk+1(k + 1) ≥ NIk+1(k + 1)) one has
rk+1 ≤ rk +
K∑
i=1
pi(k + 1)− 1 = rk ≤ K − 1.
If (PIk+1(k + 1) < NIk+1(k + 1)), which implies PIk+1(k + 1)−NIk+1(k) ≤ 1, one has
rk+1 =
K∑
i=1
i 6=Ik+1
(Pi(k + 1)−Ni(k + 1))+ ≤
K∑
i=1
i 6=Ik+1
max
j
(Pj(k + 1)−Nj(k))
=
K∑
i=1
i 6=Ik+1
(
PIk+1(k + 1)−NIk+1(k)
) ≤ (K − 1) ,
which concludes the proof.
Remark 16 This result is probably overly pessimistic, but one cannot hope for an upper bound
independent ofK: for pi(k) = 1{i ≥ k}/(K−k+1), by choosing at each step K the smallest index
in the argmax defining Ik, one getsNK(K−1) = 0 and PK(K−1) = 1/K+1/(K−1)+...+1/2 ∼
log(K).
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B.2. Tracking a changing sequence that concentrates
Lemma 17 Let K be a positive integer and let ΣK be the simplex of dimension K − 1. Let
g : N → R be a non-decreasing function such that g(0) = 0, g(n)/n → 0 when n tends to infinity
and for all k ≥ 1 and ∀m ≥ 1,
inf{k ∈ N : g(k) ≥ m} > inf{k ∈ N : g(k) ≥ m− 1}+K.
Let λˆ(k) be a sequence of elements in ΣK such that there exists λ∗ ∈ ΣK , there exists ǫ > 0 and an
integer n0(ǫ) such that
∀n ≥ n0, sup
1≤i≤K
|λˆi(k)− λ∗i | ≤ ǫ .
Define N(0) = 0, and for every k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, Uk = {i : Ni(k) < g(k)} and
Ik+1 ∈


argmin
i∈Uk
Ni(k) if Uk 6= ∅,
argmax
i∈{1,...,K}
[
kλˆi(k)−Ni(k)
]
else,
and for all i Ni(k + 1) = Ni(k) + 1(Ik+1=i). Then for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, Ni(n) > g(n)− 1 and
there exists n1 ≥ n0 (that depends on ǫ) such that for all n ≥ n1,
max
1≤i≤K
∣∣∣∣Nn(i)n − λ∗i
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 3(K − 1)ǫ .
First it is easy to check that g(k) = (
√
k − K/2)+ satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 17.
Lemma 8 then follows by choosing λˆ(k) = w∗(µˆ(k)) and λ∗ = w∗(µ). The constant n1 in
Lemma 17 depends on ǫ, hence the notation tǫ.
The proof of this Lemma 17 is inspired by the proof of Lemma 3 in Antos et al. (2008), although
a different tracking procedure is analyzed.
Proof of Lemma 17. First, we justify that Ni(n) > g(n) − 1. For this purpose, we introduce for
all m ∈ N the integer nm = inf{k ∈ N : g(k) ≥ m}. We also let Im = {nm, . . . , nm+1−1}. From
our assumption on g, it follows that |Im| > K and by definition, for all k ∈ Im, m ≤ g(k) < m+1.
We prove by induction that the following statement holds for all m:
∀k ∈ Im,∀i,Ni(k) ≥ m. Moreover for k ≥ nm +K, Uk = ∅ and Ni(k) ≥ m+ 1 . (13)
First, for all k ∈ I0, one has Uk = {i : Ni(k) = 0}. Therefore (I1, . . . , IK) is a permutation of
(1, . . . ,K), thus for k ≥ K = n0+K , Ni(k) ≥ 1, and Uk = ∅, and the statement holds for m = 0.
Now let m ≥ 0 such that the statement is true. From the inductive hypothesis, one has
∀k ∈ Im+1,∀i,Ni(k) ≥ Ni(nm+1 − 1) ≥ m+ 1 .
Besides, as g(k) < m + 2 for k ∈ Im+1, one has Uk = {i : Ni(k) = m + 1} and Ik is chosen
among this set while it is non empty. For k ≥ nm+1 +K , it holds that Uk = ∅ and Ni(k) ≥ m+ 2
for all i. Thus the statement holds for m+ 1.
From the fact that (13) holds for all m, using that for k ∈ Im, m > g(k)− 1, it follows that for
all k, for all i, Ni(k) > g(k)− 1.
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Now for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, we introduce Ei,n = Ni(n)− nλ∗i . Using that
K∑
i=1
Ei,n = 0, (14)
leads to
sup
i
|Ei,n| ≤ (K − 1) sup
i
Ei,n.
Indeed, for every i, one has Ei,n ≤ supk Ek,n and
Ei,n = −
∑
j 6=i
Ej,n ≥ −
∑
j 6=i
sup
k
Ek,n = −(K − 1) sup
k
Ek,n .
To conclude the proof, we give an upper bound on supiEi,n, for n large enough. Let n′0 ≥ n0
such that
∀n ≥ n′0, g(n) ≤ 2nǫ and 1/n ≤ ǫ .
We first show that for n ≥ n′0,
(In+1 = i) ⊆ (Ei,n ≤ 2nǫ) (15)
To prove this, we write
(In+1 = i) ⊆
(
Ni(n) ≤ g(n) or i = argmin
1≤j≤K
(
Nj(n)− nλˆj(n)
))
.
Now if Ni(n) ≤ g(n), one has Ei,n ≤ g(n) − nλ∗i ≤ g(n) ≤ 2nǫ, by definition of n′0. In the
second case, one has
Ni(n)− nλˆi(n) = min
j
(
Nj(n)− nλˆj(n)
)
Ei,n + n(λ
∗
i − λˆi(n)) = min
j
(
Ej,n + n(λ
∗
j − λˆj(n)
)
Using the closeness of each λˆj(n) to the corresponding λ∗j , as n ≥ n0, yields
Ei,n + n(λ
∗
i − λˆn(i)) ≤ min
j
(Ej,n + nǫ) ≤ nǫ,
where we use that minj Ej,n ≤ 0 by (14). Using that |λ∗i − λˆi(n)| ≤ ǫ as well, one obtains
Ei,n ≤ 2nǫ .
This proves (15).
Ei,n satisfies Ei,n+1 = Ei,n + 1(In+1=i) − λ∗i , therefore, if n ≥ n′0,
Ei,n+1 ≤ Ei,n + 1(Ei,n≤2nǫ) − λ∗i .
We now prove by induction that for every n ≥ n′0, one has
Ei,n ≤ max(Ei,n′0 , 2nǫ+ 1).
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For n = n′0, this statement clearly holds. Let n ≥ n′0 such that the statement holds. If Ei,n ≤ 2nǫ,
one has
Ei,n+1 ≤ 2nǫ+ 1− λ∗i ≤ 2nǫ+ 1 ≤ max(Ei,n′0 , 2(n)ǫ+ 1)
≤ max(Ei,n′0 , 2(n + 1)ǫ+ 1).
If Ei,n > 2nǫ, the indicator is zero and
Ei,n+1 ≤ max(Ei,n′0 , 2nǫ+ 1)− λ∗i ≤ max(Ei,n′0 , 2(n + 1)ǫ+ 1) ,
which concludes the induction.
For all n ≥ n′0, using that Ei,n′0 ≤ n′0 and 1/n ≤ ǫ, it follows that
sup
i
∣∣∣∣Ei,nn
∣∣∣∣ ≤ (K − 1)max
(
2ǫ+
1
n
,
n′0
n
)
≤ (K − 1)max
(
3ǫ,
n′0
n
)
.
Hence there exists n1 ≥ n′0 such that, for all n ≥ n1,
sup
i
∣∣∣∣Ei,nn
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 3(K − 1)ǫ ,
which concludes the proof.
B.3. Proof of Proposition 9
Because of the forced-exploration step, both tracking strategies satisfy ∀a,Na(t)→∞. Thus, from
the law of large number, the event
E =
(
µˆ(t) →
t→∞ µ
)
is of probability one. For C-Tracking, it follows from Lemma 7 that∣∣∣∣∣Na(t)t − 1t
t−1∑
s=0
w∗a(µ(s))
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ K(
√
t+ 1)
t
.
By continuity of w∗ in µ, for all a, w∗a(µˆ(t)) → w∗a(µ). Using moreover the Cesaro lemma, one
obtains that, on E , Na(t)/t → w∗a(µ). For D-Tracking, we first use that for ω ∈ E , there exists
t0(ǫ) such that
sup
t≥t0(ǫ)
max
a
|w∗a(µˆ(t))− w∗a(µ)| ≤
ǫ
3(K − 1) ,
by continuity of the function λ 7→ w∗(λ) in µ. Hence, using Lemma 8, there exists tǫ ≥ t0 such
that for all t ≥ tǫ,
max
a
∣∣∣∣Na(t)t −w∗a(µ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ǫ .
Hence, for this ω ∈ E , Na(t)/t(ω)→ w∗a(µ) for all a.
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Appendix C. PAC guarantees
C.1. Proof of Proposition 10.
Recall that
Pµ(τδ <∞, aˆτδ 6= a∗) ≤ Pµ (∃a ∈ A \ a∗,∃t ∈ N : Za,a∗(t) > β(t, δ))
≤
∑
a∈A\A∗
Pµ(Ta,a∗ <∞) ,
where Ta,b := inf{t ∈ N : Za,b(t) > β(t, δ)}. To conclude the proof, we now show that for β(t, δ)
as in Proposition 10, for any a, b such that µa < µb, one has
Pµ(Ta,b <∞) ≤ δ
K − 1 .
Let a,b be such that µa < µb. One introduces fµ(xt, at) the likelihood of observing the sequence
of rewards xt = (x1, . . . , xt) and sequence of actions at = (a1, . . . , at). One has
fµ(xt, at) =
K∏
i=1
pµi
(
xit
)×
[
p(a1)
t∏
s=2
p(as|xs−1, as−1)
]
,
where xit is a vector that gathers the sequence of successive rewards from arm i up to time t (that
is a function of both xt and at). fµ(xt, at) is a probability density on X t × At. For any density h
supported on I , the (partially) integrated likelihood
Ih(xt, at) =
∏
i∈A\{a,b}
pµi
(
xit
)(∫
R
pu (x
a
t )h(u)du
)(∫
R
pu
(
xbt
)
h(u)du
)
×
[
p(a1)
t∏
s=2
p(as|xs−1, as−1)
]
is also a probability distribution.
On the event (Ta,b = t), Za,b(t) exceeds for the first time the threshold β(t, δ), which implies
in particular (from the definition of Za,b(t)) that
1 ≤ e−β(t,δ)maxµ′a≥µ
′
b
pµ′a(X
a
t )pµ′b(X
b
t)
maxµ′a≤µ′b pµ′a(X
a
t )pµ′b(X
b
t)
.
We use this fact in the first inequality below, whereas the second inequality is based on the fact that
µ satisfies µa < µb:
Pµ(Ta,b <∞) =
∞∑
t=1
Pµ(Ta,b = t) =
∞∑
t=1
Eµ
[
1(Ta,b=t)
]
≤
∞∑
t=1
e−β(t,δ)Eµ
[
1(Ta,b=t)
maxµ′a≥µ′b pµ′a(X
a
t )pµ′b(X
b
t)
maxµ′a≤µ′b pµ′a(X
a
t )pµ′b(X
b
t)
]
≤
∞∑
t=1
e−β(t,δ) Eµ
[
1(Ta,b=t)
maxµ′a≥µ′b pµ′a(X
a
t )pµ′b(X
b
t)
pµa(X
a
t )pµb(X
b
t)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗)
.
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We now explicit the expectation (∗) for Bernoulli distributions.
(∗) =
∑
at∈At
∑
xt∈{0,1}t
1(Ta,b=t)(xt, at) max
µ′a≥µ′b
pµ′a(x
a
t )pµ′b(x
b
t)
∏
i∈A\{a,b}
pµi(x
i
t)
[
p(a1)
t∏
s=2
p(as|xs−1, as−1)
]
Introducing, for a vector x,
kt(x) =
∫ 1
0
1√
πu(1− u)pu(x)du ,
we have that
max
µ′a≥µ′b
pµ′a(x
a
t )pµ′b(x
b
t) ≤ 2t× kt(xat )kt(xbt),
which follows from Lemma 11 stated in the main text and the fact that for na, nb are such that
na + nb ≤ t, 4√na√nb ≤ 2(na + nb) ≤ 2t. Using this inequality to upper bound (∗), one
recognize the integrated likelihood associated to the density h(u) = 1√
πu(1−u)1[0,1](u):
(∗) ≤ 2t
∑
at∈At
∑
xt∈{0,1}t
1(Ta,b=t)(xt, at)Ih(xt, at) = 2tP˜(Ta,b = t) ,
where P˜ is an alternative probabilistic model, under which µa and µb are drawn from a Beta(1/2, 1/2)
(prior) distribution at the beginning of the bandit game. Finally, using the explicit expression of
β(t, δ),
Pµ(Ta,b <∞) ≤
∞∑
t=1
2te−β(t,δ)P˜(Ta,b = t) ≤ δ
K − 1
∞∑
t=1
P˜(Ta,b = t)
=
δ
K − 1 P˜(Ta,b <∞) ≤
δ
K − 1 ,
which concludes the proof.
C.2. Proof of Proposition 12.
The proof relies on the fact that Za,b(t) can be expressed using function Iα introduced in Defi-
nition 3. An interesting property of this function, that we use below, is the following. It can be
checked that if x > y,
Iα(x, y) = inf
x′<y′
[
αd(x, x′) + (1 − α)d(y, y′)] .
For every a, b that are such that µa < µb and µˆa(t) > µˆb(t), one has the following inequality:
Za,b(t) = (Na(t) +Nb(t))I Na(t)
Na(t)+Nb(t)
(µˆa(t), µˆb(t))
= inf
µ′a<µ
′
b
Na(t)d(µˆa(t), µ
′
a) +Nb(t)d(µˆb(t), µ
′
b)
≤ Na(t)d (µˆa(t), µa) +Nb(t)d(µˆb(t), µb) .
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One has
Pµ(τδ <∞, aˆτδ 6= a∗) ≤ Pµ (∃a ∈ A \ a∗,∃t ∈ N : µˆa(t) > µˆa∗(t), Za,a∗(t) > β(t, δ))
≤ Pµ
(∃t ∈ N : ∃a ∈ A \ a∗ : Na(t)d (µˆa(t), µa) +Na∗(t)d(µˆa∗(t), µa∗) ≥ β(t, δ))
≤ Pµ
(
∃t ∈ N :
K∑
a=1
Na(t)d(µˆa(t), µa) ≥ β(t, δ)
)
≤
∞∑
t=1
eK+1
(
β(t, δ)2 log(t)
K
)K
e−β(t,δ) .
The last inequality follows from a union bound and Theorem 2 of Magureanu et al. (2014), origi-
nally stated for Bernoulli distributions but whose generalization to one-parameter exponential fam-
ilies is straightforward. Hence, with an exploration rate of the form β(t, δ) = log(Ctα/δ), for
α > 1, choosing C satisfying
∞∑
t=1
eK+1
KK
(log2(Ctα) log t)K
tα
≤ C
yields a probability of error upper bounded by δ.
Appendix D. Expected sample complexity analysis
The proof of Theorem 14 relies on two ingredients: a concentration result for the empirical mean
µˆ(t), that follows from the forced exploration (Lemma 19) and the tracking lemma associated to
the sampling strategy used (Lemma 7, Lemma 8). We start with a small technical lemma that can
be checked directly, or that can be seen as a by-product of well-known bounds on the Lambert W
function.
Lemma 18 For every α ∈ [1, e/2], for any two constants c1, c2 > 0,
x =
α
c1
[
log
(
c2e
cα1
)
+ log log
(
c2
cα1
)]
is such that c1x ≥ log(c2xα).
D.1. Proof of Theorem 14
To ease the notation, we assume that the bandit model µ is such that µ1 > µ2 ≥ · · · ≥ µK . Let
ǫ > 0. From the continuity of w∗ in µ, there exists ξ = ξ(ǫ) ≤ (µ1 − µ2)/4 such that
Iǫ := [µ1 − ξ, µ1 + ξ]× · · · × [µK − ξ, µK + ξ]
is such that for all µ′ ∈ Iǫ,
max
a
|w∗a(µ′)− w∗a(µ)| ≤ ǫ.
In particular, whenever µˆ(t) ∈ Iǫ, the empirical best arm is aˆt = 1.
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Let T ∈ N and define h(T ) := T 1/4 and the event
ET (ǫ) =
T⋂
t=h(T )
(µˆ(t) ∈ Iǫ) .
The following lemma is a consequence of the “forced exploration” performed by the algorithm, that
ensures that each arm is drawn at least of order
√
t times at round t.
Lemma 19 There exist two constants B,C (that depend on µ and ǫ) such that
Pµ(EcT ) ≤ BT exp(−CT 1/8).
Then, exploiting the corresponding tracking Lemma, one can prove the following
Lemma 20 There exists a constant Tǫ such that for T ≥ Tǫ, it holds that on ET , for either C-
Tracking or D-Tracking,
∀t ≥
√
T , max
a
∣∣∣∣Na(t)t − w∗a(µ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 3(K − 1)ǫ
Proof. This statement is obvious for D-Tracking, just by definition of Iǫ and by Lemma 8. For
C-Tracking, for any t ≥ √T = h(T )2, using Lemma 7, one can write, for all a,
∣∣∣∣Na(t)t − w∗a(µ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∣Na(t)t − 1t
t−1∑
s=0
w∗a(µˆ(s))
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣1t
t−1∑
s=0
w∗a(µˆ(s))− w∗a(µ)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ K(
√
t+ 1)
t
+
h(T )
t
+
1
t
t−1∑
t=h(T )
|w∗a(µˆ(s))− w∗a(µ)|
≤ 2K
T 1/4
+
1
h(T )
+ ǫ =
2K + 1
T 1/4
+ ǫ ≤ 3ǫ ,
whenever T ≥ ((2K + 1)/2ǫ)4.

On the event ET , it holds for t ≥ h(T ) that aˆt = 1 and the Chernoff stopping statistic rewrites
max
a
min
b6=a
Za,b(t) = min
a6=1
Z1,a(t) = min
a6=1
N1(t)d(µˆ1(t), µˆ1,a(t)) +Na(t)d(µˆa(t), µ1,a(t))
= t
[
min
a6=1
(
N1(t)
t
+
Na(t)
t
)
I N1(t)/t
N1(t)/t+Na(t)/t
(µˆ1(t), µˆa(t))
]
= tg
(
µˆ(t),
(
Na(t)
t
)K
a=1
)
,
where we introduce the function
g(µ′,w′) = min
a6=1
(w′1 + w
′
a)I w′1
w′
1
+w′a
(µ′1, µ
′
a).
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Using Lemma 20, for T ≥ Tǫ, introducing
C∗ǫ (µ) = inf
µ′:||µ′−µ||≤α(ǫ)
w′:||w′−w∗(µ)||≤2(K−1)ǫ
g(µ′,w′) ,
on the event ET it holds that for every t ≥
√
T ,(
max
a
min
b6=a
Za,b(t) ≥ tC∗ǫ (µ)
)
.
Let T ≥ Tǫ. On ET ,
min(τδ, T ) ≤
√
T +
T∑
t=
√
T
1(τδ>t) ≤
√
T +
T∑
t=
√
T
1(maxaminb6=a Za,b(t)≤β(t,δ))
≤
√
T +
T∑
t=
√
T
1(tC∗ǫ (µ)≤β(T,δ)) ≤
√
T +
β(T, δ)
C∗ǫ (µ)
.
Introducing
T0(δ) = inf
{
T ∈ N :
√
T +
β(T, δ)
C∗ǫ (µ)
≤ T
}
,
for every T ≥ max(T0(δ), Tǫ), one has ET ⊆ (τδ ≤ T ), therefore
Pµ (τδ > T ) ≤ P(EcT ) ≤ BT exp(−CT 1/8)
and
Eµ[τδ] ≤ T0(δ) + Tǫ +
∞∑
T=1
BT exp(−CT 1/8) .
We now provide an upper bound on T0(δ). Letting η > 0 and introducing the constant
C(η) = inf{T ∈ N : T −
√
T ≥ T/(1 + η)}
one has
T0(δ) ≤ C(η) + inf
{
T ∈ N : 1
C∗ǫ (µ)
log
(
r(T )
δ
)
≤ T
1 + η
}
≤ C(η) + inf
{
T ∈ N : C
∗
ǫ (µ)
1 + η
T ≥ log
(
Dt1+α
δ
)}
,
where the constant D is such that r(T ) ≤ DTα. Using again the technical Lemma 18, one obtains,
for α ∈ [1, e/2],
T0(δ) ≤ C(η) + α(1 + η)
Cǫ(µ)
[
log
(
De(1 + η)α
δ(C∗ǫ (µ))α
)
+ log log
(
D(1 + η)α
δ(C∗ǫ (µ))α
)]
.
This last upper bound yields, for every η > 0 and ǫ > 0,
lim inf
δ→0
Eµ[τδ]
log(1/δ)
≤ α(1 + η)
C∗ǫ (µ)
.
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Letting η and ǫ go to zero and using that, by continuity of g and by definition of w∗,
lim
ǫ→0
C∗ǫ (µ) = T
∗(µ)−1
yields
lim inf
δ→0
Eµ[τδ]
log(1/δ)
≤ αT ∗(µ) .
D.2. Proof of Lemma 19.
P (EcT ) ≤
T∑
t=h(T )
P (µˆ(t) /∈ Iǫ) =
T∑
t=h(T )
K∑
a=1
[P (µˆa(t) ≤ µa − ξ) + P (µˆa(t) ≥ µa + ξ)] .
Let T be such that h(T ) ≥ K2. Then for t ≥ h(T ) one has Na(t) ≥ (
√
t−K/2)+ − 1 ≥
√
t−K
for every arm a. Let µˆa,s be the empirical mean of the first s rewards from arm a (such that
µˆa(t) = µˆa,Na(t)). Using a union bound and Chernoff inequality, one can write
P (µˆa(t) ≤ µa − ξ) = P
(
µˆa(t) ≤ µa − ξ,Na(t) ≥
√
t
)
≤
t∑
s=
√
t−K
P (µˆa,s ≤ µa − ξ)
≤
t∑
s=
√
t−K
exp(−sd(µa − ξ, µa)) ≤ e
−(√t−K)d(µa−ξ,µa)
1− e−d(µa−ξ,µa) .
Similarly, one can prove that
P (µˆa(t) ≥ µa + ξ) ≤ e
−(√t−K)d(µa+ξ,µa)
1− e−d(µa+ξ,µa) .
Finally, letting
C = min
a
(d(µa − ξ, µa) ∧ d(µa + ξ, µa)) and B =
K∑
a=1
(
eKd(µa−ξ,µa)
1− e−d(µa−ξ,µa) +
eKd(µa+ξ,µa)
1− e−d(µa+ξ,µa)
)
,
one obtains
P (EcT ) ≤
T∑
t=h(T )
B exp(−√tC) ≤ BT exp(−
√
h(T )C) = BT exp(−CT 1/8) .
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